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Neoplatonic
Monophysite

Challenges presented
by Dionysian ideas

"The man who depicts
monsters & portents

of nature to reveal
the things of God

'per speculum et in
aenigmate' may

come to enjoy the
very nature of the
monstrosities he

creates and to delight
in them, thus warping
his conception of God

and creation alike."
(p. 165) [ref. Eco]

Basic notions:
God can be named

only through the
most distorted

things.

the simile 
becomes
dissimilar

the TRUTH
is revealed
to us under
the guise of
horrible & 
indecorous

figuresthe LESS

the MORE:

the
imagination
is sated in

carnal
enjoyment

perceive the
mysteries

hidden
under the
turpitude

of the
images

SUM:

& is thus
obliged to
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Albertus
Magnus

Notable
influence

on:

Alexander
of Hales

Bonaventure

Ulrich of
StrasburgHenry of

Ghent

new
translations &
commentaries

conducted a
comparative
study of the
 3 available
translations

the Cloud
of Unknowing

"Reductive" &
"Anagogic"

I m a g e r y

#1:

Function of
Sacred

Imagery

Manifest the
heavenly

orders to us
i n :figures

(f igurae)

forms
(formae)

images
(imagines)

notes
(notae)

significations
(significationes)

signs
(signa)

symbols
(symbola)

veils
(velamina)

is to The human mind
cannot think w/o

the images or
phantasms which
the imagination
produces (acc.

to Aristotle)

Scriptural 
symbolism
is a mark of

God's infinite
condescension
& goodness to
His creatures

b/c

hence:

on:

I M A G I N A T I O N

IMAGES
o r

PHANTASMS

produces
so that
it can

understand

Visible
"beau t ies" /

mater ia l
world,  etc.

Invisible "beauties"
of  Heaven/  spir i tual

reality,  etc.

REFLECT

LIMITED
USEFULNESS

we must
recognize

their

Taking
these

literally

Mistaking
these for

reality

or else
we risk

*SUM: The REASON & the
IMAGINATION working

together as mistress &
handmaiden, are to be
respected in the early
stages in the soul's
journey to God, but

REJECTED in the higher
reaches of contemplation.

Commentary
on The

Mystical
Theology

Essential superiority
of the intellect in

unitive experience

expresses his
belief in

Summa
(part  2)

Synthesis of functions
of the intellectus
and the affectus

in

aims
for a

Comprehensive
theory of

contemplation

for a

Dionysian
doctrine of
"anagogic"

imagery

Central
paradox
of  text :

It can at one
and the same

t ime:  

Attack the
imagination
as a faculty

which ties down
the mind to

the mundane

Offer a rich abundance
of imaginative language,

the most splendid
being that of the cloud of

unknowing itself.

key to
under-

standing

Affirmation &
Negation:

LIKE & UNLIKE
SYMBOLS

# 2:

Likeness
or Similitude

the 'Unlike'
or Dissimilar

MISLEADING

inferior b/c

We may lose
sight of the

great distance
btwn the

created thing
& its Creator

since

More appropriate to
describe God NOT
in terms of what he
IS, but in terms of

what he ISN'T.

MATERIAL
qualities

So obviously
dissimilar to
and remote 

from God

preferable b/c

Mistaking
symbol / image

for  God /
(real i ty ,  etc . )

Mind

Unlike image
of God

When

encounters

it is
stimulated
to remove

thoughts
about
God

from

that no
risk of

thus no
risk of

i.e.

NEGATIVE THEOLOGY: the idea that we cannot really represent God in language or sensible forms.
The more obviously false representations (i.e. those which use fiction, metaphors, symbols taken
from ordinary things) are the most useful precisely b/c there is no danger of their being taken for truth.

Valuable by
reason of
their very

non-
referentiality

INDIRECTION
of the sign is
necessary to

MEANING

Final stages
of mystical

contemplation

Negative
imagery/

the
dissimilar

can be
rejected in

Necessary
"step" in the

stairway
toward

Allegorical
representations

in Scripture

A concealment
for the ignorant

A manifestation
for the learned

are

are

Concealing
y e t

Manifesting
Veils

# 3:

"It is most befitt ing to
the mystic Scriptures to

conceal by means of
hidden and sacred

enigmas and to keep
inaccessible to the
many the sacred &
secret truth of the

supermundane
intellects, for not

everyone is holy, nor,
as the Scriptures say,
does knowledge belong

to all."

"f igures" &
"veils" in
Scripture

compare:

CHAP. V -  THE DIONYSIAN IMAGINATION
(Minnis & Scott ,  _The Commentary Tradi t ion_)


